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KITTY KATHSTONE 
(based on a novel by Sir Larry Oehl) 

 
TV-SHOW: Fantasy/Mystery/Drama rooted in mythology.  
(Note: completely developed Show Bible available – including all characters and 

outline Season 1-3) 
 

Kitty Kathstone is a trilogy, dealing with the three main questions of mythology 
itself, reflecting and supporting the show's backbone: dualism and the matter of balance. 

Structure: 
Season 1: Who am I?  

As we enter a completely new world, Season 1 will establish the whole mythological 
cosmos, exploring its duties, characters, institutions, so fulfilling the function of an 
exposition.  

Season 2: Where did I come from?  
Season 2 brings in some new characters, becoming darker, while climaxing in bringing the 
storylines of all main characters together, revealing a stunning fact concerning Kitty's 
origin and Larry's role as narrator. 

Season 3: Why am I here? 
Season 3 will reveal the villain's pre-story and his relation to Inanna, sending Kitty and 
Lysander on the run, finally defeating the villain by bringing him and the mythological 
realm to peace. It connects the loose ends between all established characters – also the 
"side-kicks" of Season 2 and 3, characters like Aisha Quandisha, Tisiphone, etc. returning 
– getting the whole picture of a tragedy with several destinies at their stake. 

 
Logline: When her rakish grandmother reveals to troublemaker KITTY that the maternal 
line of their family originates from werecats, she finds herself thrown right into the 
mythological realm, entering the training for becoming a guardian, who secure the fragile 
equilibrium of this world. Hence, she soon finds herself confronted with a dark family 
secret, and a mysterious villain, lurking in the shadows over thousands of years, awaiting 
her, not only endangering the mythological realm but taking the world off its hinges by 
threatening balance itself. 

THE WORLD SET-UP 
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MAIN CHARACTERS  

TEENS aka The Breakfast Club 
Kitty Kathstone – werecat/ troublemaker/ feels the strong urge to deliver justice ever since 
Nora Needle – shapeshifter (changes her aggregation state from solid to liquid) / loves to stick to 
the rules since the death of her mom/ human-high-speed-data-cable, connected to never-ending 
wisdom 
Alexander – gorgon/ thinking of himself as the dream of every female being/ shame to his 
mother, because he’s the first male gorgon 
Glade – elf/ finds himself in a constant conflict between his individual and the collective’s needs 
Lysander – half human/ half-dead / outsider 
Bello-Sonno – 8inch statue of a Hippocamp/ a spitting poser, an overseen talent, a blabbermouth 
ADULTS 
Sir Larry Oehl – narrator/ cursed English gentleman – current appearance: Saluki 
Inanna – Sumerian goddess/ Sir Larry’s love – currently missing 
Villard – Larry’s Italian friends/ cursed – current appearance: Saluki 
Victoria Kathstone – werecat/ Kitty’s rakish grandmother/ head of D.I.T.A. 
Armand – dead-born/ watchman of the deadly seven sins, trains guardians/ headmaster C.O.G.  
Ambrose – dead-born/ first watchman of seven virtues/ head of the U.P.S. 
 

STORY (Season1) 
We enter the story by drifting through absolute darkness, whispering voices, slowly 

encountering schemes, a scream of despair breaking through. The gentle voice of narrator 
SIR LARRY warns of the upcoming events, introducing us to the roots of this story: PAIN 
and INJUSTICE. Continuing in the present at the stormy nightfall of All Hallows' Eve in a 
town called Little's Law, we meet troublemaker KITTY KATHSTONE, black-eyed, in front 
of the headmaster's office waiting for her mom EMILIA to pick her up. Both are on their 
own, as her father JAMES recently vanished on an archaeological expedition into thin air. 
And in this very night, the night of her fifteenth birthday, everything should change for 
Kitty. Her rakish grandmother VICTORIA, a rare visitor, turns up, revealing to the very 
discomfort of Emilia that the family’s maternal line originates from WERECATS, fulfilling 
quite a special duty, confronting Kitty with the fact that she will attend C.O.G. (Central 
Organization of Guardians) from now on. Soon Kitty will learn that THE GUARDIANS 
balance the SEVEN CARDINAL VIRTUES and SEVEN DEADLY SINS with the help of 
special stones, to preserve the fragile equilibrium of our world. 

So the next day Kitty finds herself surrounded by life-threatening GORGONS, bold 
(sometimes pretzel-addict) VALKYRIES, earth-shaking GIANTS, breath-taking 
JAPANESE UNICORNS, and many more eye-stunning MYTHOLOGICAL CREATURES 
from all around the globe, an unknown realm hidden in the midst of our world. Not only 
finding new friends there, like hyper-nervous, shapeshifter NORA NEEDLE, but also 
coming upon her family's enemies, the LYKANS. And while she dives deeper and deeper 
into this mystical world, encountering its habits and rules, educated by quite peculiar 
teachers (a JAPANESE FOX-GHOST, a choleric JINN, a wise ICE-DRAGON, a militant 
CENTAUR, and the dead-born WATCHMEN of the guardians), she soon finds herself on 
a track that leads her straight into a DARK FAMILY SECRET – a MYSTERIOUS VILLAIN 
awaiting her, developing a devilish plan over thousands of years, now ready to strike. And 
while Victoria and ARMAND try to get things back under control, by outplaying their 
opponents and holding the COUNCIL at bay, the kids get in the line of fire, soon finding 
themselves on a breath-taking journey – a race against destiny itself, which navigates them 
around the world, not only finding their ordeals in the mythological realm, the outside 
world, but also their inside world – as coming of age is never an easy thing. 
 
Visit mystical places and meet ancient creatures from all around the globe, while 
witnessing a daring, cinematic, funny, and gripping adventure rooted in character, only 
survived by friendship, which comes along with tears and laughter, a grain of philosophy 
and a deep love for cinema and myth.  


